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"But if I have the strength of a Grand Master, does that comply with the rules?"

"Oh? You are so confident? In that case, you have the ability to challenge

beyond your rank? Although you are very weak, if you have the power to challenge

across levels, it means that you are very talented and good at fighting, it's not that we
can't acknowledge your status as the young family head, but as for you wanting to

exercise the power of the family head is up for debate." Lin Feng raised his eyebrows and

looked at Lin Hao with disdain.

Although he knew about the Tian Hai Martial Arts Conference, that Lin
Hao had taken out an overseas Patriarch and was a very difficult fellow, he was called the
number one person under the Grand Patriarch, but the difference between a Patriarch and
a Grand Patriarch, that was a world apart, he didn't think that Lin Hao had the ability to

challenge beyond his level.

Lin Hao frowned, this was a really fucking old fox, what the other party
said was equivalent to him even if he proved his strength, but he would only acknowledge
his false name of a young family head, but would not acknowledge that he could exercise

the power of the family head.

After Lin Hao spoke, Lin Yun and Xu Fanghua stopped speaking.

Lin Hao nodded gently, "Yes, who is willing to fight me?"



"I'll do it? Di Ai Wu Lu Chia Chia Yi Lu?!"

As soon as Lin Hao's words fell, Lin Yao Yan, an early Grand Master,
directly stood up to challenge, it could be said that this guy had been impatient for a long

time and had been building up his momentum, just waiting for Lin Hao to open his

mouth.

It could be said that whether this was announced today or not, he would
jump out and challenge Lin Hao, this had been decided before coming to the family

banquet.

Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, early Grand Master, yes!

"Sun'er, since they don't believe you so much, go and warm up, and finish

the meal just in time to not be so hot." Xu Fang Hua spoke with a smile, knowing that Lin
Hao was designated as the executor of the plan, he naturally had immense confidence in

his grandson's fighting ability.

Xu Fang Hua's words are even more murderous and heartbreaking ah, go
warm up, come back to the rice is not so hot, not clearly taunting Lin Yao Yan can not do

it, a minute to beat down the kind of.

Lin Feng's face was gloomy, and Lin Yao Yan was so angry that his face

turned red: "Lin Xuan Yuan! Come out and fight with me!"



Lin YaoYan directly drew his spear and turned out of the courtyard,
standing proudly in the courtyard with his spear in hand, his face gloomy and angry!

Lin Hao shook his head helplessly and muttered in a small voice, "With a

heart like that, you still want to be the head of the family, be a puppet you."

Lin Hao put his hands behind his back and slowly walked to stand in the
courtyard, "Strike, I'll let you strike first, hurry up and finish the fight so I can go eat, I'm
a bit hungry."

"Oh, arrogance! What a lack of knowledge, now I'll show you what it

means to be a Grand Master!" Lin Yaoyan was so angry that he spat blood, he was a Grand
Master, but he had been mocked by a peak Zong Shi, how could he not be angry!

Lin Yaoyan shouted angrily and waved his spear, a beautiful and
incomparable spear dance, a gust of breaking wind sounded around him, the wind
howled, waves of powerful qi rolled in, pure darkness was used, like a long dragon

wrapped around the spear!

The Lin family's dao essence is devouring, and the purer the devouring dao
essence is, the different the colour will be, the other party is not very good at heart, but it
seems to have some ability!

"Wave Breaker Lance!"



Lin Yaoyan's long spear swung out, and the powerful, pitch-black spear

blasted towards Lin Hao, his aura was like a rainbow, and the spear came out like a

dragon!

"Why hasn't Xuanyuan struck yet?" Lin Rui's brows furrowed, "How dare

he be so arrogant? This guy doesn't know what will happen if he loses this fight does he?"

Lin Hao still stood still with his hands behind his back, while the third form
of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel triggered, Sword Domain Divine Movement!

Sword intent formed a sword domain around Lin Hao, shielding him all

around!

Boom!

Lin Yaoyan's lance ruthlessly crashed over, but it stopped ten centimetres

from Lin Hao's chest, no longer able to advance a single centimetre, the collision made a

violent booming sound, followed by the collapse of the black Qi, Lin Yaoyan's
domineering lance was directly shaken back by a huge force.

Lin Yao Yan, who was holding the spear in his hands, felt a violent pang in
his hands, his tiger mouth tingling, as if another powerful recoil had been fed back to him,
his own Dao essence had been completely shattered by his opponent's sword intent!
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"This, how is this possible! You, you have a defensive spirit weapon on you?" Lin Yao Yan

stared at Lin Hao in disbelief, this shouldn't be possible, why would this happen!

"Put more strength into it brother, you're slightly less powerful." Lin Hao

said indifferently.

"Ahhhhh! I'm going to kill you! Hao Hai Divine Spear!" Lin Yaoyan was so

irritated by Lin Hao that his whole body was in a state of rage, roaring in anger as he

leapt up with his spear in hand, swiftly descending from the sky like a thunderbolt from

the ninth heaven, pointing straight at Lin Hao's heavenly head!

"No good, Xuanyuan is in danger! How dare this bastard Lin Yaoyan lay his

hands on a full-blooded son, seeking death!" Lin Rui's face turned pale, this Lin Yaoyan

was simply looking for death.

Although Lin Hao's performance just now was really beyond his

expectation, he did not think that Lin Hao would be able to block this blow, Lin Rui was

about to strike when he was pulled back by Lin Yun: "No need, if he can't even clean up

this trash Lin Yao Yan, he is not qualified to become the young family head."

Looking at the mighty, fierce black lance, the illusionary black dragon

covered the sky, completely blocking out even the starlight in the sky.

The sound was immense and terrifying.



This Lin Yaoyan's Daoist heritage was similar to that of the Mountain

Moving Sect, he must have devoured many extremely sinister and evil Daoist heritage,
filled with a terrifying devouring and polluting power.

Lin Hao's brow wrinkled slightly, this fellow was a bit too much, it seemed

like he should teach his opponent a lesson!

With a clang, the Xuanyuan sword was slightly drawn out a little, just as
Lin Hao was about to strike back.

Suddenly a soft and delicate voice sounded out, "Lin Yao Yan, you really

want to die! You dare to hit my brother you're afraid you don't want to die!"

Swoosh!

A petite silhouette sped towards that terrifying black dragon without any
Dao Yin light, Lin Hao watched as that delicate figure, surprisingly without any Dao Yin

aura, waved her little pink fist and blasted directly at that terrifying black dragon!

"Ling'er you come back here!" Lin Hao's face turned pale, damn it, if
something happened to Lei Ling, he didn't mind killing someone! Even if it was a Lin

family sidekick!



Lin Hao was incomparably worried, although Lei Ling had blown away Ah

Hu with one punch, Ah Hu was also at the early stage of Grand Master, but after all, Ah
Hu was here to protect Lei Ling ah, how could he lay a deadly hand on Lei Ling, so in Lin

Hao's opinion, Lei Ling was at best equivalent to not having the Dao Yin being a Grand

Master powerhouse.

Lin Yaoyan's strike would not be able to be carried by a normal early Grand

Master powerhouse!

There was a loud boom!

Lin Hao froze in place: this ...... was impossible, right?

That terrifying black dragon, with its majestic aura descending from the

sky, was blown away by Lei Ling's harmless-looking little pink fist!

The terrifying impact collapsed, all the tables, chairs and benches in the

courtyard, the rockery were all lifted out, and even the few laurel trees in the courtyard

were cut off by the terrifying aftershock!

Lin Yaoyan spat out blood and flew backwards, smashing into the

courtyard wall with a loud bang, creating a large human-shaped crater as a fierce wind

hit him, forcing the underpowered Lin family members behind him to retreat one after

another!



Lin Hao was confused in the wind, no way! Is this little tigress so strong?

Lei Ling did not stop, but continued to punch and kick Lin Yaoyan, and did

not hold back at all!

What's the point of this? Bang Bang! Boom, boom, boom!

In addition to the muffled sound of Lin Yaoyan being hit, there was also Lin
Yaoyan's screaming and screaming from the bottom of his heart.

Lei Ling's face was filled with anger, Lin Yao Yan, this bastard, she had
long been displeased with this guy, she held back for so many days without coming to

look for brother Lin Hao, so she wanted to sneak in to the Lin family to take a look, who
knew that just when she arrived, she saw this bastard bullying her brother Lin Hao, how
could she bear it?

Lei Ling could be described as a calf protector to the extreme!

"Lei Ling, what are you messing around with! Stop it! They're a personal
challenge!" Lin Feng was the first to react and was infuriated. He had originally wanted

his son to teach Lin Hao a lesson, but who would have thought that a man would barge in

halfway!



Lin Feng directly attacked Lei Ling, but Lin Yun reacted and was one step

ahead, dragging Lei Ling away, "Ling'er, don't be rude, your cousin Lin Yaoyan is

competing with your brother Xuan Yuan!"
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Lin Feng, seeing that Lin Yun had taken the lead and saved the man, was also furious and
roared, "Lin Yun! Watch out for the good daughter you've raised! You're too reckless and

unruly, see how my son was beaten into? You see how my son has been beaten? What's
the matter? This is not over!"

Lin Yun rolled her eyes, "I will naturally teach my daughter, what she has
become is none of your business, it's not your turn to ask an elder, but your good son,
who can't even beat a seven-year-old girl, has the nerve to covet the position of young

family head.

Pfft!

Hearing Lin Yun's words, Lin Yao Yan spurted out another mouthful of

fresh blood and directly fainted, this damn it, don't bring such bullying.

Could he compete with that little female Tyrannosaurus? His body was so

strong, he was an oddball!

The key was that he was only seven years old, so Lin Yun's words were not
rubbing salt into his wounds.



"You! Lin Yun, this matter is not over! Old lady, my son is seriously injured,
take him back to recuperate first, farewell." Lin Feng simply arched his hand towards the

old madam, not caring whether the old madam agreed or not, he took his son and directly
turned around to leave.

"Old madam, I still have some things to do, so I'll go back first."

"Old madam, I suddenly remembered that the old mother at home is very

sick and is about to become ancient, so I will also go back first."

"Old Madam ......"

Once Lin Feng left, at least seven or eight people also left together, these
were all Lin Feng's die-hard allies, the rest either remained neutral or were still close to

the main family.

After all, as the main family defended Lin Hao so much, they were

probably able to understand some of it, and it was better to stay and not take sides

indiscriminately.

After all, as long as the Old Madam was around, they would not be able to

get their hands on the position of family head, and once the Old Madam became ancient,
even if Lin Yun was strong, he must not go against the group's training.



"Humph! You wait for me!" The last beautiful woman, who was in her

thirties, gave Lin Hao a fierce glare with her cool eyes and snorted coldly before leaving.

Lin Hao was baffled, what was the situation, he didn't have any sorrowful

grudges with this woman, right?

"That's Lin YaoYan's pawn, Miss Qin Bingyu of the Qin family in the

capital." Lin Yun faintly reminded.

Ugh!

Lin Hao cried and laughed, come on, so that's what happened, in that case,
it wasn't surprising that the other party resented himself.

"Hee hee, brother Xuanyuan, Ling'er misses you so much, hug." Lei Ling's
cute and cheeky pounced into Lin Hao's arms, those big talking bright eyes fluttering and
twinkling, cute as hell.

"I miss you too, I don't dare to go out these few days, otherwise I would
have gone to see you." Lin Hao also stroked Lei Ling's little head very dotingly.

"Hehehe, not afraid, where does brother want to go? Ling'er will take you
there, Ling'er will be your bodyguard, ah, Ling'er is so powerful." Lei Ling happily waved
her little fist, "Look at that guy just now, it's not enough for me to beat him up."



Lin Hao's forehead was covered in cold sweat, this little girl, cute as she
was, was a tigress when she was protective of her calf, and even more so a mother

tyrannosaurus, her output was explosive.

"Shut up, I still haven't settled the score with you about leaving home

privately!" Lin Yun hit Lei Ling hard on the head, "You need Tiger's protection yourself,
and you're protecting others! Do you know how many people want to threaten me with

you? Can't you be more peaceful and know better? "

"Why do children need to be so understanding oh." Lei Ling muttered

discontentedly, "Besides, who said I needed Tiger's protection, Tiger isn't even enough for
me to fight."

Of course, Lei Ling didn't dare let Lin Yun hear, after all, Lei Ling knew

clearly that there were many people who wanted to kill Lin Hao, and there were even

more than a few who wanted to capture her and threaten Lin Yun.

At this time, the old lady had already ordered people to prepare the food

and wine again, and the family banquet started as usual. As for those who walked away

from the family banquet and did not attend, it did not affect everyone's mood, what kind
of Lin family members are those who do not even attend the family banquet? It was not

as if they were not qualified to attend the banquet.

Besides, Xu Fang Hua knew very well that even if Lin Hao was really a loser,
as long as she was still alive, these people would not be able to make any waves, unless
Lin Feng broke through and became a Xuan Master.
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The family banquet was a joyous affair, with Lin Hao becoming the group's favourite,
with the old lady, Lin Rui and Lin Yun giving Lin Hao dishes to eat, and the rest of the

family also toasting Lin Hao, treating him with much more enthusiasm than earlier.

The one who used to be the most favoured was Lei Ling, but instead of

being the least bit upset, Lei Ling was very happy, and even Lei Ling left his favourite dish
for Lin Hao, which made Lin Hao a little helpless.

Lin Hao was very helpless, what is this, is he trying to feed him fat?

The old lady seemed to have something to do with the two of them, and
instructed Lin Hao to rest early, and left.

The two left Lin Hao and Lei Ling behind, while Lei Ling was pestering Lin
Hao and insisted on going back? Serving Shan Lu Yi Zha Shan Serving Steak? to Lin Hao's
garden and play with him.

Lin Hao looked at this cute and clingy little demon and said with a smile,
"Ling'er, why don't you stay here with me from now on, I'm really quite bored sometimes

by myself, it's quite boring except for cultivation."

"Yes, yes, let's cultivate together, hehehe, today is the first time I've done it
in front of others oh." Lei Ling said with a smile.



Lin Hao was stunned, no way? The first time he did it?

Listening to Lei Ling's explanation, Lin Hao quickly understood, so that's
how it was, Lin Yun had really gone to great lengths to protect his daughter, ah, those
who wanted to deal with Lei Ling only thought that there was an early Grand Master
escort in Ah Hu, in fact, Lei Ling was the real boss, ah.

Lin Hao was so stunned by Lei Ling's terrifying burst of power that he

didn't even notice the ghostly expressions of the surrounding Lin family members.

Lin Hao looked at Lei Ling curiously, "Then tell me, what strength are you

now?"

"Hehehe, I won't tell you, anyway, if you don't use the Xuan Yuan Divine

Armament, I can beat you even worse than Lin Yaoyan, hehehe." Lei Ling tilted her head

adorably with a small smug look on her face.

"Yo? I'm afraid you don't know how powerful your brother Lin is! Come on,
let's practice?" Lin Hao directly put away the Xuan Yuan Sword, then set up a formation

and beckoned towards Lei Ling!

Regarding the aura of Lei Ling hitting that Lin Yaoyan just now, I'm afraid

that his physical strength was comparable to that of a middle Grand Master powerhouse,
but don't forget that Lin Hao was at the peak of Grand Master's physical strength and had

the Imperial Qi of the Emperor's Dao Soldier augmented!



"Then, brother, you should be careful!" Lei Ling leapt three metres high,
and her bare little jade feet kicked fiercely towards Lin Hao's face.

Lin Hao shook his head: this little girl, she was quite ruthless! As the saying
goes, you don't hit people in the face, but she was good enough to hit herself in the face!

Lin Hao gathered his energy and fist, and boom, a set of Two Yi Fists was

thrown out, his fist collided fiercely with Thunder Spirit's jade foot.

An ear-piercing muffled sound erupted, Lin Hao felt like he had been hit by

a speeding truck and took several steps backwards, while Lei Ling spun 360 degrees in

the air and landed firmly on the spot.

Two meters behind Lin Hao, an arm-thick laurel tree broke with a click and
collapsed with a bang ...... No way!

Lin Hao's eyes widened as he shook off his incredibly painful fist, this girl's
explosive power is too terrifying!

The degree of his flesh strengthening, coupled with the powerful qi

augmentation, exploded out of his flesh strength, if he were to simply fight for strength,
even that Lin Yaoyan would have been beaten into a dog by him just now.



But after he had fought a hard move against Lei Ling, he was actually at a

disadvantage to himself!

"Come again!" Lin Hao was also very unconvinced, how could he still let a

seven-year-old little girl outclass him?

With his feet on the Big Dipper Steps and his hands wielding the Two Yi
Fists, he had the most advantage in competing for strength.

"Hee hee, come on." Lei Ling also stopped leaping up, but stepped on the

Seven Star Steps, froze and completely circled with Lin Hao's stance, Lin Hao couldn't get
any advantage in his stance at all, fighting hard against his opponent.

Even though he was able to dial a thousand jin with four two, he was still
unable to completely dislodge Lei Ling's terrifying force.

Moreover, this little girl, at such a young age, was too dirty in her strikes,
specialising in the upper and lower three directions, attacking wherever the attack did the
most damage!
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Lin Hao was so exhausted that he had no way to counterattack.



This little girl was powerful, fast, and her stance was even more bizarre and

unpredictable... it was insurmountable!

"The Seventh Form of Two Yi Fist, Regrettable Mountain!" Lin Hao gritted

his teeth, and with all his body and all his energy converging on his fist, he ruthlessly
blasted towards Lei Ling's little fist.

"Hee hee, brother is finally getting serious?" Lei Ling smiled cheekily, not
fearing Lin Hao's mighty attack in the slightest, Lei Ling lightly waved her little pink fist

over.

Boom!

Lei Ling and Lin Hao each took a step back!

Hoo!

Lin Hao's fist was bleeding, his tiger's mouth cracked open, this girl, too
odd.

Lin Hao hurriedly waved his hand to stop fighting, "How about we call this

round a draw?"



"Yes, yes, a tie with brother yeah, fantastic." Lei Ling seemed to be happy to

have tied with Lin Hao, then added, "Hey, using 50% of my strength still doesn't work, if
I use 60% of my strength, I should be able to beat brother."

Poof!

Lin Hao's mouthful of blood spurted out directly!

This, so fierce to use only 50% of your strength, damn girl, you want to go

to heaven!

"Ling'er, I was quite happy when you didn't say that latter sentence, but
after hearing that latter sentence, I almost couldn't hold back from drawing my sword."
Lin Hao looked at Lei Ling with a black face helplessly.

"Slightly, it's useless to draw your sword, even if you use the Xuan Yuan

sword I will still beat you." Lei Ling was incomparably proud, "I'm a late Grand Master

Power Da Cheng, even if it's a peak Grand Master powerhouse, I'll just beat them all."

Lin Hao choked on his breath and almost didn't slow down.

So terrifying?



Lin Hao was again very curious, so why wasn't Lei Ling the enforcer,
instead of choosing him as the enforcer?

He already knew a secret, that without relying on the power of the Daoist

Core to reach the Xuan Master level, then by absorbing the Daoist Core at the Xuan

Master level, one hundred percent would be able to become a Xuan Zong powerhouse, or
even a Super Xuan Zong powerhouse!

This is why Chen Bei Xuan and the Northern Daoist Daggers had destroyed
his Dao Yin, at the same time, it was also about Gao Wu's fate, it was a quantum
calamity!

It was the source of power for those manifesting saints before the end of the
Age of Dharma, and the source of power for martial artists, but these powers also have a

quantum of tribulation, and this quantum of tribulation is the end of an era, if this
quantum of tribulation cannot be dissolved, then it is the entire High Martial Age that

becomes history!

Every time the tribulation comes, there is a terrible battle!

When the quantum calamity appears, the hearts of the people are blinded,
the hearts of the people are filled with evil thoughts, good thoughts are weakened or even
dissipated, strife arises, and it is also a disaster for the whole world.

But counting on it, the thunder spirit is more suitable for the body of the

executor? The idea is to serve the people of the world. It is the part.



But looking at such a cute, harmless little girl, Lin Hao shook his head, the
executor should be himself, after all, eliminating the quantum of tribulation is

life-threatening.

I have to say a word, this girl Lei Ling was really a big wonder, without any
dao implication, just relying on the strength of her own flesh to reach such a level.

Lin Hao took a glance at his courtyard, it was full of wreckage, but it was
all caused by their fight just now, which they had very deliberately avoided.

Lei Ling spat out her tongue, "That, brother Lin Hao, why don't we run
away before my mother and grandmother find out?"

"Good idea, where to?" Lin Hao's eyes lit up, yes, after the destruction,
hurry up and slip away, hehehe.

"How about going to the Queen's Bar? Hehehe, I haven't been there yet,
I've brought the Lei family's exclusive black card oh." Lei Ling waved the black card in

her hand.

"It's not good for you to go to a place like a bar when you're so young, is
it?" Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly, taking a seven year old loli to a place like a bar? Lin

Yun knew it could tear him alive.



But in the end, Lin Hao couldn't resist the little girl's softness, so he had no

choice but to take Lei Ling to the Empress Bar.

The Empress Bar was a bar owned by a very powerful person in Jinling, the
three great clans of Jinling were not willing to mess with it, and this bar also set up

special treatment for the five great clans of Jinling, with the best card seats, which could

be owned by the direct descendants of the five great clans or those with black cards.
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The other two clans in Jinling had many strong Grand Master but no strong Xuan Master,
so many people directly called the three great clans in Jinling instead of the five great
clans.

Lin Hao was led by Lei Ling to the Empress Bar, and all the way there Lei

Ling gave Lin Hao an introduction to the background of this Empress Bar, which was even
more luxurious than a five-star hotel.

Eating, drinking and playing all in one, and the initial entry was a huge

dance floor, in which men and women were venting their excess salute during the day,
with gorgeous lights and that deafening bass that resounded wildly all around.

But all the people here were ordinary people, some men and women in

revealing clothes, flinging themselves to the rhythm and tangling together.



Seeing this scene, Lin Hao frowned, he didn't really like such a noisy

environment, not to mention the fact that he had a seven-year-old girl with him, which
made it even more incongruous.

It was a bit of an old man taking his daughter to the bar.

Luckily, Lei Ling pulled Lin Hao straight in and walked through the long

corridor, and after showing his black card, the waiter let the two in.

When Lin Hao got inside, it suddenly felt like something else, and suddenly
it was different!

It was like a music bar, with soothing music playing and slightly warm

lighting. The interior was decorated in a European style on one side, luxurious and
opulent, while the other side was in a Chinese classical style, ancient and rich in history,
with a sense of the vicissitudes of history coming through.

There were quite a few men and women inside, all talking very quietly and
with great discipline. When they saw Lin Hao and Lei Ling enter, many of them looked up

curiously, but most of them nodded gently to Lei Ling as a greeting, what they were more

curious about was Lin Hao's identity.

After all, those who could enter this place were all from the Five Great

Clans, and those who were not from the Five Great Clans could not enter at all, nor could
they bring outsiders in.



They had never seen Lin Hao before and felt very unfamiliar.

Lin Hao also noticed that there were all young men and women here, but
none of them were ordinary people, the worst of them were in the early stage of Zong Shi,
the strongest? Shan dyed Wu dyed Serving dyed West? , surprisingly there is the strength
of the middle stage of the Grand Master, really crouching tiger hide dragon ah.

The first one is the Xu family, the second is your Lin family, the third is our

Lei family, this is the ranking set ten years ago, the fourth is the Dragon family, the fifth
is the Yun family.

Lin Hao rolled his eyes, really crying and laughing, this Lei Ling is too

familiar with it? How can he say it was his first time here?

Lin Hao glared at Lei Ling with a deadly glare.

When Lei Ling received Lin Hao's gaze, he knew that he was showing his

fear and adorably stuck his tongue out at Lin Hao: "Brother Lin, I, I've only been here that
70, 80, 90 times."

Lin Hao: ......

"Sister Ling'er, who is this person? Seems to be very familiar with you,
huh?" A twenty-four or twenty-five year old youth who was seated at the fourth elegant

seat inquired curiously about Lei Ling.



Lin Hao also turned his head to look, he had noticed this person just now,
he was the strongest person in this music bar, the middle stage of Grand Master strength,
according to Lei Ling's introduction, this person should be from the fourth family in

Jinling, the Long family.

Seeing Lin Hao looking over, the young man nodded courteously and

politely, "Hello, I'm Long Kai Tian from the Long Family."

"Brother Lin, don't mind him, don't look at his harmless appearance, his
hands are dark, he is the young master of the Dragon Family, Long Kaitian, middle stage

strength of the Grand Master, don't be fooled by him." Lei Ling, however, beamed and

pulled Lin Hao away from communicating with Long Kaitian, protecting his calf to the

extreme.

The corners of Long Kai Tian's mouth twitched, this girl was a little too
vindictive, wasn't she? It was just a sparring session where he shaded this girl? And it

was just a joke at the time.

The result is that this girl has been holding a grudge from two years ago
until now, not to mention that he has been secretly beaten up by this girl in the past two

days, but he is one of the few among the five great clans who knows about the strange and

terrifying existence of the Thunder Spirit.

Long Kaitian still wanted to explain, but suddenly the pleasant sound of the
piano rang out, Long Kaitian's eyes lit up, not caring much, his gaze momentarily stared

at the stage that a beautiful figure, full of appreciation and admiration.
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When Hidden Moon suddenly switched to pure piano playing, Lin Hao didn't think much

of it, he only felt that the melody was moving, the piano sound was pleasing to the ear,
and the rhythm that moved his heart made Lin Hao a little mesmerised, which master's
hand did this piano playing come from?

"Hehe, it's really lucky, I actually ran into the Xu Family Female Martial

God to perform here." Lei Ling spoke in a rather startled manner.

Lin Hao was stunned, what? The Xu Family Female Martial Goddess?

It was only when Lin Hao reacted that his gaze was instantly drawn to the
figure on the stage.

There was a piano on the stage, and in front of it, there was a tall and
beautiful woman with her back to the audience, wearing a black evening dress, a pair of
sparkling crystal high heels on her feet, just this with her back to them, her hands deftly
and swiftly dancing on the keys, like a beautiful black swan.

This was a surprise to Lin Hao, for such a beautiful person was playing such
a heart-tugging instrument.



Like the others, Lin Hao's eyes were instantly drawn to the figure on the

stage.

But while the others were more filled with hot, greedy eyes, Lin Hao was

simply admiring, after all, his wife Shen Xiyan was the most beautiful in his heart.

Other women, no matter how beautiful they were, were just beautiful, not
relevant to him.

Lin Hao was more appreciative, as well as curious.

Because Lin Hao sensed that this so-called Xu Family Martial Goddess

actually possessed the Dao Yin fluctuations of a peak Grand Master, such a strong person

actually condescended to come and perform to talk about piano? Was it purely a personal

hobby?

No one made a sound, quietly enjoying the heart-stopping music.

However, when Lei Ling saw Lin Hao beside her, she was hooked like a

soul and couldn't help but mutter with a very dissatisfied mouth, "Brother, is it pretty?"

"What's pretty?" Lin Hao was stunned, then looked at the little girl's
tasteless look and was very speechless, "I'm seriously listening to the playing, who has

time to care if she's pretty or not."



"Huh! The eyes are almost staring out, still pretending here." Lei Ling rolled
her eyes in dissatisfaction.

Even Long Kai Tian next to her couldn't help but say, "Brother Lin is being

hypocritical, the Xu Family Martial Goddess is as beautiful as a heavenly immortal, she is
unbelievably beautiful, all men have admiration for her, it's not shameful to have love in

your heart, but it's shameful to have love in your heart but not dare to admit it, you've
fallen into the lower class."

"Shut up!" Lei Ling turned around and glared angrily at Long Kai Tian:
Humph, I can say that about my brother Lin, but no one can say that about brother!

Lin Hao shook his head, "Brother Tian, I really didn't, I'm already married,
I was simply admiring the rhythm of this piano, the melody is so enchanting, it's already
at the level of a piano master, ah."

"So that's true, I misunderstood." Long Kai Tian casually explained and

went on to admire his goddess, anyway, he didn't believe what Lin Hao said.

So what if they were married, such a beautiful female martial god, even if

they were married, if the female martial god promised, I guess any guy would divorce

without hesitation, right?

If Lin Hao knew what was in this guy's mind, he probably would have gone
up to him and beat him up violently.



The song soon came to an end, and at the end of the most classic and

climactic part of the song, the piano suddenly came to a screeching halt. Lin Hao could

not help but applaud and subconsciously shouted, "Yes! It sounds great!"

It is really good, from the heart, the other side knot? The other party's knot?
The way he ended the song was even more original, ending abruptly at the most exciting

part, leaving people with infinite reverie and lingering memories.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who have been in the
business for a long time.

The whole music bar hall was as quiet as a chicken, a pin drop, the music

stopped, even the lights stopped.

The weirdest thing was that no one applauded except for themselves, and
many people around looked at themselves speechlessly, moreover there was gloating and

whispering.

Even Long Kai Tian shook his head helplessly, "Brother Lin you are in

trouble now, wait to lie down and be scolded, take a beating and stand firm is all ......"

Chapter 1788

Lin Hao: ????



What, what are you talking about?

Lin Hao turned his head to Lei Ling in confusion: "Ling'er, what kind of

weird rule is this at the Queen's Bar? You can't applaud if it sounds good? Why do they

still get beaten up?"

Lei Ling helplessly held her forehead, "Brother, this time you're really in

trouble, because the Xu Family Female Martial God is here to perform at the Queen's Bar
for two years because she lost a bet with the young master of the capital's family, and
everyone from the five big families knows that this is considered a disgrace by the Female
Martial God, so at this time you're applauding, isn't that mocking her?"

"But it's okay, I'll help you later." Saying that, but Lei Ling that was

absolutely protective of her calf, whoever dared to bully Lin Hao, that was against her!

Only then did Lin Hao understand, so that was what was going on.

It seemed that he had really gotten himself into trouble, the other party
was the Xu Family's Female Martial Goddess, a peak Grand Master powerhouse, a Grand
Master like a dragon was not to be insulted lightly, let alone a peak Grand Master

powerhouse!

The other party had such great strength at such a young age, and his heart

was so proud that he was mocked by a nobody like himself, so he was naturally furious.



The news of him becoming the young master of the Lin family was
probably still unknown to many of the younger generation of the family, not to mention

that even if they knew, they might not approve of him.

Whether it was in the martial arts world or between clans, strength was

always the most important thing!

Just as Lin Hao was gloomy and uncertain, the sound of da da ...... high
heels on the floor came closer and closer, and Lin Hao had a tingle in his scalp.

He could foresee that once the other party made a move, Lei Ling would be

absolutely furious, and then the two great clan master level powerhouses would make a

scene at the Empress Bar, and the consequences would simply be unthinkable ......

After all, the owner behind the Empress Bar was an existence that even the

Five Great Families were not willing to easily provoke.

"Actually I ......" Lin Hao raised his head before he could explain, he directly
froze in place, his eyes staring angrily, this time Lin Hao had really seen a ghost.

The female martial goddess of the Xu family, wearing light makeup, her
appearance is captivating, her Danfeng eyes are bright like the white moon, her vermilion

lips lightly open, and a moving and pleasant voice comes out, "Does it really sound good?"



What the hell!

Is this a question of whether it sounds good or not?

This Xu Family Goddess of Martial Arts was actually that girl Xu Linglong!

What the hell is she, in addition to being the chief disciple of the Huashan

School, also the female martial god of the Xu family?

No, I don't think so, this female martial god's black evening dress is too

royal, it doesn't look like Xu Linglong's style at all, maybe she is a twin sister?

But Lin Hao also did not ask directly abruptly, but met the other party's
gaze and nodded very seriously: "Yes very very good, just now I was fascinated to listen,
especially the way you ended, it was wonderful, the technique was really awesome, this is
simply a piano master ah."

"Thank you, you're the first person to listen to me play the piano seriously."
The Xu Family Martial Goddess spread her face and smiled, when a beautiful woman

smiled, she was so beautiful that everything lost its colour.

Lin Hao froze for a moment, then he looked back and also smiled with the

other party, he understood what the other party meant by that, other people came to

listen to her play the zither, they didn't come to listen to play the zither at all, they came



to see her, with a beautiful girl like her here, who would have the heart to put on listening
to the sound of the zither?

"Xu Linglong, your performance just now was so wonderful, it's getting late,
let me take you home." Long Kai Tian stood up attentively, then quickly took out a

bouquet of roses and handed them to Xu Linglong.

Long Kai Tian could be said to be one of Xu Linglong's many suitors, but he
was also considered to be relatively good in strength.

After all, Xu Linglong is at the peak of the Grand Master at a young age,
and has the best chance of breaking through to the Xuan Master level in the younger
generation of the Xu family, not to mention the fact that she is so beautiful and fairy-like.

In response to Long Kai Tian's attentiveness, Xu Linglong frowned

unpleasantly and then looked at Lin Hao: "You should take me home, it's a bit late."

"Huh?" Lin Hao just came back to his senses? Dyeing closed dyeing Ai Xi Yi

Shan Serving? Because his heart was already ringing with countless crap alright, when
Long Kai Tian shouted out the name of this female martial god, Lin Hao was completely

confused ah

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1789-1790
Chapter 1789

It's really Xu Linglong!



But the last time we met, wasn't Xu Linglong only at the early stage of

Grand Master?

It turned out that it had only been so long since we met, and she was

already at the peak of Grand Master, and not only that, her body was filled with an icy

aura, a feeling of rejecting people from a thousand miles away, and she was very imperial,
and her words were filled with a tone of no refusal.

Lin Hao, however, did not know how to reply, while Lei Ling Ling rushed

out at once, blocked in front of Lin Hao, rushed at Xu Linglong Wangwang like a dog

protecting food: "Get lost! Brother Lin Hao is not going to send you back, moreover, we
came here on foot, if you want to send you let that douchebag Long Kai Tian send you

there!"

Xu Linglong and Lin Hao were both stunned, what was the situation? Why

did this little girl react so much? Why did it feel like she was jealous?

Long Kaitian looked at Lei Ling with gratitude, although this girl called him
a douchebag and didn't know why the Goddess of Martial Arts favored this strange Lin

family member, he was still very grateful that this girl Lei Ling had actually helped him

out, touched!

"Yes Linglong, it's better for me to take you back, I bought a new Ferrari

last month, it's your favourite burgundy colour, I'll take you back." Long Kai Tian

hurriedly spoke, in order to please the goddess, almost doing work on all fronts ah.

Wow.



Who knew that Xu Linglong directly took out a handful of car keys and
threw them to Lin Hao: "They're all in the Queen's Bar garage, take that one to take me

back if you like."

Lin Hao was a bit helpless, as Long Kai Tian next to him was frantically

giving himself a wink to refuse, and Lei Ling was also looking at himself with pity.

But after all, he and Xu Linglong knew each other.

He couldn't bear to refuse, so he nodded: "Okay then, let's go."

Lin Hao took the car keys and dragged Lei Ling outside, not caring about

Long Kai Tian's eyes that were about to eat him.

Seeing that Lin Hao had agreed, Xu Linglong smiled and quickly followed

behind Lin Hao, just like a little daughter-in-law.

Long Kai Tian's teeth were about to gnash: Why! Why is this happening!
How is it possible! "

"Because of what exactly, the goddess favours such a nobody and such an

inferior guy in terms of strength, I don't submit! I, Long Kai Tian, am not convinced!"



Not only was Long Kai Tian dumbfounded, the entire hall of family sons

were also dumbfounded alright, they had expected the Goddess of Martial Arts to go on a

rampage and beat Lin Hao up furiously.

The result...? Jie'er land Jie Lu closed er? ...

The result was that the Valkyrie lowered herself and took out her car keys
to let Lin Hao take her back. From the viewpoint of these sons and daughters, being able
to make the Valkyrie open up like that was tantamount to the Valkyrie pleading with Lin
Hao!

A Martial Goddess!

Such a powerful being, an iceberg beauty, when had she ever begged

anyone? Asking for help was always an order, but no one would refuse!

"Brother Tian, is that kid from the Lin family? Who's so arrogant, such a

loser's strength dares to steal a woman from Brother Tian, doesn't want to live?"

"That's right, Brother Tian, this kid is so weak, how can he get the goddess'
favor? Brother Tian, you must give him some credit." The sons of the other clans next to
him were all gloating and stirring up the fire as they watched the fun. After a long time,
Long Kai Tian slowly came back to his senses and couldn't help but laugh dumbly. The
conversation between the two of them just now, he also recalled that it was the Lin family

kid who had seriously listened to Xu Linglong play the piano?



It was just that Long Kai Tian was not stupid either, these two definitely

knew each other.

He did not take to heart the words of those around him who were fanning
the flames, there were so many proud men of the sky chasing after Xu Linglong, and they

had never seen anyone succeed, so no one had to laugh at anyone.

"The Martial Goddess' decision is not something that anyone can influence,
as for that Lin family brat, I will check it out." Long Kai Tian arched his hand, "I'll go
first."

When Long Kai Tian reached the underground garage, he just happened to

see Lin Hao's conversation with Female Martial God Xu Linglong in the underground

garage, confirming his thoughts even more, they knew each other, just who was this Lin

family brat anyway? Never had an impression of it.

Chapter 1790

It's not that Long Kai Tian doesn't know Lin Hao, but Long Kai Tian has just returned and

hasn't received news of the Lin family's direct lineage acknowledging their ancestors?
Shanzai Yi Fuyan Er Yi Ai?

In the garage, Lin Hao saw a whole row of luxury cars, Lin Hao are

speechless, these dozen of luxury cars are actually all Xu Linglong's ......



The owner of a hundred billion dollar group does not have so many luxury
cars, of course, Lin Hao does not feel much about luxury cars.

The first thing you need to do is to get in touch with your friends and
family.

Xu Linglong was a little annoyed and said in a good-natured manner, "This
is my car!"

"So what if it's your car? What's the big deal, you still have to let others

take you home, take it or leave it, if not, you can take another car home." Lei Ling disliked
her unceremoniously, the little girl was full of animosity towards Xu Linglong.

Xu Linglong:?

"Little brat, I suspect you're targeting me."

Xu Linglong sat depressed in the back seat, Lin Hao chose to drive a

business car with a luxurious interior, the main thing was that it could sit three people,
those sports cars didn't have so many seats for people.

"Be confident alright, get rid of the doubt." Lei Ling admitted very

thoroughly.



Lin Hao, on the other hand, rubbed his temples helplessly and casually

gave Lei Ling a violent chestnut, causing Lei Ling to exclaim, "Brother you hit me, you
don't love me anymore!"

"Stop it, it's not like Linglong is an enemy."

"Brother!" Lei Ling exclaimed in disbelief, "Linglong! You've actually called
her Linglong! How dare you be so intimate! Did you two have an affair? Brother, I don't
recognize this sister-in-law!"

Lin Hao's face turned red and he was so embarrassed that he ignored Lei

Ling and quickly drove the car back with a kick of the accelerator, Lin Hao wanted to

send Xu Linglong back in a hurry, otherwise this girl would have pissed him off.

In addition to Lin Hao's blush, Xu Linglong's cold face was also red, Xu
Linglong suddenly remembered the task her master had assigned her.

A few days ago, at Chen Bei Xuan's residence in the capital, Xu Linglong

had successfully fused with the Daoist Implication of the Divine Residence, and her

strength had soared to the peak of Grand Master, Chen Bei Xuan had also put in a lot of

blood for Xu Linglong, after all this, Chen Bei Xuan had arranged a task for Xu Linglong.

That is, to return to Lin Hao's side and protect his safety, he has a lot to do

and is incredibly dangerous! And Chen Bei Xuan also very viciously ordered Xu Linglong

to make Lin Hao fall in love with her as much as possible and then dump him hard ......



"Master ancestor, this, what does this have to do with the mission?" At that
time Xu Linglong's face was blushing incomparably, people have wives, ah, what kind of

mission is this from the ancestor?

"Heavenly secrets cannot be revealed, do everything as I say." Chen Bei

Xuan waved his sleeve and left, leaving Xu Linglong with a profound and inscrutable back,
but as he turned around, he muttered secretly: "I let you protect your calf! Let's see how
I'm going to take care of that little bastard from the Lin family!

Looking at Chen Beixuan's profound back, Xu Linglong did not doubt it and
agreed very sincerely.

"Hey, wake up! With your face full of shyness, are you thinking of spring?"
Just as Xu Linglong was thinking back, Lei Ling's voice rang out abruptly, pulling him

back to reality.

Only just as Lei Ling finished speaking, she received a violent chestnut on

her head from Lin Hao, and Lei Ling adorably held her head and squatted in defense with

an innocent expression.

"Sorry, I got lost in thought just now." Xu Linglong smiled at Lin Hao, it was
only then that she also realized that she had actually arrived at her house.

"It's alright, since you've arrived home, then I'll go back first." Lin Hao

pulled out the car keys and threw them back to Xu Linglong, then got out of the car, Lei
Ling was the most prompt and got out of the car early to wait.



Xu Linglong shouted rather reluctantly, "You're all here, why don't you go

in and have a cup of tea?"

"It's as if there's no tea in the Lin family, besides, two steps ahead is

brother's house, what to drink." This girl, Lei Ling, did not give any chance for Xu

Linglong to be alone with Lin Hao.
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